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Abstract This paper proposes a simultaneous learning
algorithm for both activation functions and connection
weights. The activation function is composed of several
basic functions, such as sigmoidal function, Gaussian
function and so on. In order to avoid local minima, the
activation functions are controlled and randomly
disturbed every some epochs. The activation functions
are automatically optimized for each application.
Probability and speed of learning are higher than the
conventionals.

Kepwds - Activation function, Multilayer neural
networks, Learning algorithm, Pattern classification

1. Introduction

In designing neural networks, fast learning, high
possibility of convergence and small network size are
very important. They are highly dependent on network
models, learning algorithms and problems to be solved.
They are also highly related to activation functions.

Many pruning methods for hidden units have been
proposed [ 11, [2I . A method, which combine processes
of selecting activation functions and of pruning hidden
units, was proposed for multilayer neural networks
trained by back-propagation algorithm [ 31 . Effective
activation functions can be selected, with which the
number of the hidden units can be minimized. This
method is, however, one of the pruning methods, thus, a
relatively large number of the hidden units should be
prepared. Several kinds of activation functions have been
used, and their comparison has been discussed [ 41, [s] .
Furthermore, some learning methods for activation
functions have been proposed [ 61-  [S] . However, types
of the functions and efficiency are rather limited.

In this paper, we propose a simultaneous learning
method, which can optimize both activation functions
and connection weights through the gradient descent
algorithm. Furthermore, in order to avoid local minima, a

control method for the activation functions with random
disturbance is also proposed. This is applied to the
activation functions every some epochs. The:parity  check
problem with 8 bits and pattern classification problems
are used in computer simulation to verify efficiency of
the proposed method.

2. Network Model

2.1 Activation functions

We employ a composite form activation functions,
which combine several basic functions such as sigmoidal
function, Gaussian function, sinusoidal function and so
on. Among them, we employ the sigmoidal function in
this paper. Of course our method is not restricted to this
function.

The reason why we select the sigmoidal function is
as follows: The Gaussian and sinusoidal functions can be
composed of several sigmoidal functions. However, . the
reverse approximation is rather difficult. This means it
requires a large number of the Gaussian and sinusoidal
functions.

The proposed activation function is expressed in Eq.
(1))  which is a sum of several sigmoidal functions.
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u is the input potential, f(e) is the activation function
and y is the output of the nonlinear unit. This activation
function includes four parameters ar, br, CI and dz in each
basic function and L basic functions. So, 4L free
parameters are used in one activation function. They will
be optimized through the learning process together with
the connection weights. The gradient descent algorithm
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can be applied for this purpose.
2.2 Network structure

The network structures, to which the proposed
activation function can be applied, are not restricted. It
can be applied any network structures. In this paper, the
multilayer neural networks are taken into account.

The fol lowing two layer  neural  network is
considered.

Input patterns:

F{Xili=O  - I), X0=1

Output of hidden layer:

.F (yi 1 i=O - II, .Fj?bd,

Uj= Wj’.X

Output of output layer:

z={zkIk=l  - K), Zk=fk(Vk)

Vk= mTy

Connection weights:
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r),j=O-J
Hidden-to-Output wk- {Wkj lj=O - J),  k =1 - .K

3. Learning Algorithm

3.1 Learning of parameters

The proposed learning algorithm is based on the
gradient descent algorithm, which minimize the mean
squared error. Letting dk be the target for the output
zk, the mean squared error is given by,

1K
E =- 2 (dk - Zk)2

Kk=l
(5

Furthermore, let p(n)  be parameters on behalf on the
activation functions and the connection weights, where
n is the iteration number. p(n)  is updated as follows:

p(n+l)=  p(n) - n aE
w . (6)

v is a learning rate. Furthermore, the correction is
denoted as follows:
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Due to the page limitation, the correction term Ap(n)
for activation functions and the connection weights in

in thethe proposed algorithm are only summarized
following.

l Activation functions in the output layer:

A ski(n)  = n 6 k d kl + a A akr(n-1)

A bkr(n) = &’ 6 kaktVk 6 kl(l-  6 kl)  + a A bkr(n-1)

A ad(n) = n 6 kakl Qti  kl(l-  c$ kl)  + a A ckr(n-1)

A dkr(n) = n 6 k + a A dkr(n-1)

6k=dk - Zk

6 (x)=1/(1  4- e-X)

6 kl= d (bkl(n)Zlk  + Ckl($)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

a is a learning rate of the momentum term.

. Connection weights from hidden layer to
output layer:

L
A Wkj($  = v 6 kyj  c (aklbkl  6 kl(l-  ($ kl)  )

I=1

-I- a A Wkj(&1) (15)

l Activation functions in hidden layer:

K L
A ail(n)  = n t$ jl c [ 6 kWkj  c (akibki d kl(l-  6 kl))]

k=l I=1
+ a Aaj~(n-I) (16)

(17)

K
A bj$n)=  n ajtUj  @jl(I-  t$jl) C [ 6 kWkj

k=l
L

l c (aklbkr  @ ki(l-  6 kl))] + tX. A bjl(n-1) (18)
I=1

K
A Cjl($  = )3 ajl 6 jl(I- 611) c [ 6 kWkj

k=l
L

l c (akibki c$ kl(l-  @ kr))]  + a A Cjz(n-1) (19)
I=1

K L
Adj&)= v c [6 kWkj c (akdkl  @kl(l-&kl))]

k=l I=1



+ a A dj&-1)

9 Connection weights from input layer to hidden
layer:

A Wji(n)  = n Xi c” ajlbjl  CJ jl(l-  6 ir)
I=1

K L
l c { 6 kWkj  c aklbkldkl(l-t$ki’))
k=l I=1

-I- Ct!  A Wji(Z-1)

(20)

LX is a learning rate of the momentum term.

3.2 Control of activation functions

When the linear part of the sigmoidal functions
locate out of the interest regions, derivative of the
sigmoidal functions becomes very small, resulting in
very slow convergence. Furthermore, if the linear part of
several basic functions locate at the same place, they
cannot be effectively used to approximate some
functions to be realized.

In order to use all the basic functions effectively, we
introduce the following control methods.

l Shifting Basic Functions

The sigmoidal functions are controlled so that their
linear part locate in the interesting regions. This kind of
method was proposed for accelerating the BP algorithm,

The input potential distribution is evaluated. Let urnax
and Urnin be the maximum and minimum of u in Eq.
(la)  . If the center of the sigmoidal function, that is
tl=-cl/br  locates the outside of [ Urnin,  u-1 , then tl is
modified as,

t1 =
Umax+Umin Umax - Umin

2
+

2
l e (22)

6 is a random number distributed within [ -1, 11  .

l Disturbing Basic Functions

In order to remove the redundancy, caused by the
basic functions locate at the same place, the centers,
even though they locate within [ Urnin, Umax 1 are also
controlled as follows: If the distance between the center
of several basic functions is less than ( Urnax  - umin)/2P,
where P is the number of the data used in the learning,
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(21)

1) tl - tk I/ < (Urnax  - timi&?P

then, they are controlled by

tr(new)  =tI(old)  -I- umyi Umin  8 ”

(23)

(24)

3.3 Equivalent neural networks

The proposed activation function with L b a s i c
functions can be decomposed into L hidden units with
the basic function. However, the number of the
connection weights is increased by L times as large as
that of the proposed. Furthermore, possibility of
convergence and convergence speed can be drastically
improved by optimizing the activation function. Fixed
activation functions mean that shape of the hyper planes
composed of the connection weights to one neuron is
fixed, only their location in the data space is optimized
through a learning process. On the other hand, the
proposed method can optimize both the shape of the
hyper planes and their location.

If there are some limitations, under which only the
sigmoidal function is available, for instance, then after
the training, the proposed network can be decomposed
into the model, which satisfies the above requirement.
We want to claim once again the following. Even though
the equivalent networks, having the basic function as an
activation function, exist, learning performance of the
proposed model is very high. This point can be
confirmed through the simulation in Sec.5

4. Simulation and Discussions

4.1 Network structure
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Fig.1 Network with proposed activation function.



In this paper, we employ the single output unit
network without the hidden layer as shown in Fig.1. The
activation function in the output. unit consists of L
sigmoidal functions. Therefore, for comparison, the
ordinary multilayer neural network ( MLNN) , having a
hidden layer. with L hidden units and one output unit as
shown in Fig.2, is used.

Fig.2 Multilayer neural network with sigmoidal
hidden and output unit.

The proposed model has 1+1 connection weights and
one output unit with the composite function. The
conventional model has L(I+l) connection weights and
L+l units with the simple sigmoidal function.

4.2 Simulation results and discussions

l 8bit  Parity Problem:
This problem is rather difficult problem for

multilayer neural networks. Because slightly different
input data should be mapped onto entirely different
outputs. The number of the basic functions in the
proposed activation function L is set to be 40. The same
number of hidden units and one output unit are used in
the ordinary MLNN.

Ten trials are performed using different initial
parameters. Figures 3 and 4 show the learning curves for
the proposed and the conventional, respectively. In the
former, 7 trials out of ten successfully converge.
However, in the conventional, ten trials cannot converge
or take a very long time. Thus, the proposed method
holds a strong likelihood of fast convergence.

l( 1

iteration

Fig.3 Learning curves of networks shown in Fig.1
with proposed activation function.
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Fig.4 Learning curves of ordinary MLNN shown in
Fig.2.
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Fig.5 Activation function of output unit. Horizontal
axis is input and vertical axis output.
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Figure 5 shows the act ivat ion funct ion.  The
horizontal axis indicates the input and the vertical the
output. Since, n-bit parity mapping is a periodic function.
So, one sinusoidal function, for instance, can realize this
mapping 131 .

Figure 5 shows the obtained activation function near
the periodic function. From this result, we can confirm
efficiency of the proposed method.

Of course, we can use some acceleration method for
the ordinary MLNN, they are, however, applied to the
proposed activation function in the same way. So, we
compare the proposed learning method with the standard
BP algorithm

l Pattern Classification in 20  Space

Figure 6 shows a two-class pattern

.

MLNNs  with fixed activation functions can be solved
with high probabi lity and fast convergence speed.

*.

‘Activalion_Funclion_l’  -
‘Aclivalion-Function-2’  -  -  -

-2 i , -...-...
classification

‘V.L.  I I I I I I J

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

problem. In the white slits, data are not distributed. In
this case, two output units with the proposed activation
function are used in the network shown in Fig.1. The
targets for Class 1 and 2 are ( l,O> and (O,l),
respectively.

X l

Fig.6 Two-class pattern classification.

Figure 7 shows the activation functions for Class 1
(dotted line) and Class 2 (solid line) . Here, x2 is fixed.
However, the activation functions have the same figure
for any x2 v a l u e . From this result, the proposed
activation function can approximate the desired function.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the simultaneous
learning method for both the activation functions and the
connection weights. The disturbance method, in order to
avoid falling into local minima is also introduce. The
optimum functions for the given problems can be
approximated. If an arbitrary function can be realized in
a single unit, the number of hidden units can be

’ drastically reduced. Furthermore, difficult problems for

U

Fig.7 Activation functions of two-class pattern
classification. Horizontai axis is input and
vertical axis output.
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